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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently much progress has been made in the study of singular spaces 
[BBD]. In addition to the use of analytic sheaves of differential operators, 
an essential feature has been the role played by the theory of derived 
categories as developed in [H 11, [V], and [BBD]. These results have in 
turn played an important role in representation theory. For example, the 
Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture concerning Verma modules for complex 
semisimple Lie algebras was verified by these techniques [BK, BB]. 
For some time the authors have been interested in the irreducible 
representations of semisimple algebraic groups in characteristic p > 0, 
where there is an analogous conjecture due to Lusztig [L, S]. Unfor- 
tunately, in characteristic p the analytic machinery is not available, leading 
one to search for more algebraic methods. 
The purely algebraic theory of derived categories has fortunately received 
some attention outside the confines of geometric questions. In particular, 
Happel [Hal, 23 studied derived categories in the context of the theory of 
finite dimensional algebras in further developing the tilting module theory 
of [BrB, Bo, HR]. In [CPSS] we generalized the derived category portion 
of this theory to general rings, incorporating it into a rudimentary Morita 
theory for derived categories of ring module categories. 
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In this paper we show that a kind of partial tilting module can lead, 
under purely algebraic hypotheses, to the “recollement” setup of [BBD] 
for derived categories, which imitates the geometric situation for abelian 
sheaves and stratifications of topological spaces. In particular, we are able 
to produce categories of modules for semisimple algebraic .groups in 
arbitrary characteristic which satisfy these stratification conditions. 
Remarkably, we show the module categories involved are equivalent to 
those of a finite dimensional algebra of finite global dimension and even 
satisfy a kind of “quasi-hereditary” condition. We feel these stratifications 
open up a number of new approaches to the Lusztig conjecture, and we 
intend to pursue this in future papers. 
We would like to thank W. van der Kallen for reading an earlier version 
of this paper and making many useful remarks (and, in particular, for 
collaborating on the proof of (3.8)). 
2. TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES 
In this section we review the “recollement” setup of [BBD] which is 
later applied to derived categories associated to certain module categories. 
For these applications, the axiomatic approach of [BBD, Sect. 1.43 is best 
understood in terms of the existence of left and right adjoints of an 
embedding 9 + 9 of one triangulated category into another as outlined in 
[V, Sect. 21. 
Fix a triangulated category 9. Recall that a triangulated subcategory d 
of 9 is called tpaisse if it satisfies the following condition: given a 
(distinguished) triangle X --+ Y -+ Z + in L2 in which Z belongs to G and 
X-, Y factors through an object in ~5, then both X and Y belong to G. 
(Note that this ensures that d is necessarily a strict subcategory of D in the 
sense that any object of Y which is isomorphic to an object of S belongs to 
6.) Ultimately, the significance of the epaisse condition for a given 
triangulated subcategory d is as follows: localize 9 with respect o the mul- 
tiplicative system S = S(B) consisting of all morphisms X -+ Y in 5’ which 
are part of a triangle X + Y + Z + with Z in 6’. Then the objects which 
become zero in the localization always define an tpaisse subcategory con- 
taining d which coincides with d precisely when d is Cpaisse. For some of 
the details see [V]. Usually we will make use only of the fact that an 
epaisse subcategory B is strict, or equivalently, given any triangle 
X-+ Y -+ Z-+ with two of the objects X, Y, or Z in 6, the third also 
belongs to 6. 
The following result, largely implicit in [BBD] and [VI, gives a useful 
way of achieving the “recollement” setup of [BBD]. In verifying the 
hypothesis. it is of use to recall that if a functor F: g + G5 of arbitrary 
481.‘117,2-16 
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categories has a left or right adjoint G, then F is a full embedding if and 
only if Gc Fz Id,. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let i, : 9’ + 9 be a morphism of triangulated categories 
rchich is a full embedding. Assume that i, has both a left adjoint i* and a 
right adjoint i! (each assumed to be a morphism of triangulated categories). 
(i) Let d be the strict image of 2’ under i, (all objects in 9 
isomorphic to i,(X) for some object X in 9’). Then Q is an kpaisse sub- 
category of 2, and the quotient morphism j*: B + Q/C? has both a left 
adjoint j! and a right adjoint j*, each of which is a full embedding. 
(ii) For convenience, put i! = i, and j! = j*. Then for each object X 
in 22 there are distinguished triangles (a) i!i!X + X + j, j*X+ and 
(b)j! j*X+X+i,i*X-+ in 8. 
(iii) Any distinguished triangle X’ + X -+ x” + in $2 with X’ in the 
strict image of i! (resp. j! ) and x” in the strict image of j, (resp. i* ) is 
isomorphic to the distinguished triangle given in (iia) (resp. (iib)) above. 
(Note there are only three strict images involved, those of i, , j, , and j!, since 
i, = i!. All of these can be described in terms of the strict image E of i,, 
cf. remark at the end of the proof:) 
Proof: We first prove (i). Let 8’ be the full, triangulated subcategory of 
22 with objects Y which satisfy Hom(X, Y) = 0 for all X in 6. Because 
i, = i, admits a right adjoint i!, clearly Y belongs to dl if and only if 
ii Y 2 0. For XE Oh(Y) consider a distinguished triangle i! i!X + X -+ Y + 
in 2 where i!i!X -+ X is the adjunction map. Applying i! to this triangle and 
using the fact that i!i! g Id,. implies that i!i! i!Xz i!X, we see that i! Y 2 0. 
Hence, Y belongs to ~9~. Let X in 9 satisfy Hom(X, 2) = 0 for all Z in 6l. 
That is, XE~(E~). Of course, i!i!XEOb(d)cOb(‘(bl)), so it follows 
from the above triangle that Y~Ob(l(&l)). Thus, Y~Ob(‘(6~))n 
Ob(E-). Hence Y 2 0 and thus X belongs to E. This in turn easily implies 
that E is epaisse. 
We now show that j . * 52 + 22;B admits a left adjoint j!. Given 
XE Ob(8/6) = Ob(9), form a distinguished triangle X0 +” X-+’ i*i*X+, 
where t: is the adjunction map and UES(B). Since i*i, zId,., i*(v) is an 
isomorphism, whence i*(X,)zO. Thus, Hom(X,,, -)l&=O, so that 
Hom( X0, s) is an isomorphism for all s: Z + XE S(I). It follows for such 
an s there exists a unique f: X,, + Z satisfying sf = u. Therefore, 
Hom,,,(X, Y)= Hom,(X,, Y) for all X, Y~Ob(2?/8). If we set 
j,(X) = X0, it is immediately verified that j! defines a left adjoint to j*. By 
construction, j*j! 2 Id,., , so that j! is an embedding. Finally, we must 
show that if X +U Y -+b Z -+’ is a distinguished triangle in $2/g, then so is 
the induced sequence j! X+ j, Y+ j!Z -+. Note first that. since clearly 
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j,X[ I ] z (j!X)[ 11. the degree 1 map Z + ’ X induces a degree 1 map 
,j!Z-+ j,X. Also note that replacing the distinguished triangle 
X-r Y--f Z + by an isomorphic one, we may assume that it equals the 
image under j* of a distinguished triangle X-+“’ Y +h’ Z in 8. so that 
j!(a’) = n, j’( h’) = h. Consider the commutative 9-diagram guaranteed by 
the (dual of) [BBD, Prop. 1.1.111 __.~ 
T T T 
i,i*X- i,i*Y- i,i*Z - 
I I 
h 




where all rows and columns are distinguished triangles in 53 and all maps 
are the obvious ones, excepting perhaps g, h. The map h’ = i,i*(h): 
i, i*Z -+ i, i*( i, i*Z) 2 i, i*Z is clearly an automorphism, by the Slemma, 
and its composite with the adjunction map Z + i,i*Z is h. Applying the 
uniqueness condition [BBD, Prop. 1.1.91 there is an isomorphism 
g’: Z, -+ U’ whose composite with g is the obvious map Z,, --) Z (Note that 
Hom( W. E) = 0 for any E E Oh(d)). The same uniqueness condition forces 
e to be j! j!(a) and the composite off with the inverse of g’ to be j!?(b). 
(Regard X0 = j! j’X, etc.) It now follows easily that j! j! and thus j! are exact. 
The proof that j* has a right adjoint j, is entirely similar. This completes 
the proof of (i). 
We next prove (ii). Let XeOb(0) and embed the adjunction map 
X+ i, i*X into a distinguished triangle X0 + X-+ i, i*X+. As argued 
in the proof of (i), we may assume that X,=j!j’X, giving the distin- 
guished triangle j, j!X+ X-r i*i*X-+. 
i! i!X + X -+ j, j*X + ‘is obtained similarly. 
The distinguished triangle 
Finally, to see (iii), consider a distinguished triangle X’ + X+ x” + in G3 
with x’ in 8 and x” in the strict image of j,. Applying j, j* to this triangle 
we obtain that x” 2 j, j*X because j*X’ z 0 and j, j*X” r x”. Also, apply- 
ing i!i’ we find that x’ 2 i!i!X. This proves the first assertion of (iii), while 
the second is obtained in the same way. 1 
It follows easily from (ii) and the above proof that bL is the strict image 
ofj,. Similarly, -B= { YE Ob(S?)\ Hom( Y, Q) = 0} is the strict image ofj!. 
We remark that it is possible to formulate other versions of (2.1), for 
example, a dual version involving j* and its adjoints. We omit details for 
the present. 
Recall that to an abelian category d there are associated various 
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triangulated categories. For example, K’(,&‘) is the homotopy category of 
complexes X with X” =0 for n << 0. The (distinguished) triangles in 
K+(d) are the ones isomorphic to those obtained by forming mapping 
cones. The triangulated categories K(.d), K”(d), Kmm(d) of unbounded, 
bounded. bounded above, respectively, complexes are similarly defined. 
The full triangulated subcategory of K+(.d) (resp. Kp(d)) consisting of 
those complexes having bounded cohomology is denoted K+.h(,d) 
(resp. Kmm.h(d’)). 
Associated to a choice K*(d) of one of the above is the derived category 
D*(,d). This is the triangulated category defined as the localization (or 
“quotient”) of K*(d) in the sense that those maps (quasi-isomorphisms) 
X’ + Y’ inducing an isomorphism H*(X) + H*( Y’) on cohomology are 
declared to be invertible. An important fact, often used without comment, 
is that any map X’ + I’ in D*(G’) into a complex in K’(d) consisting of 
injective objects can be represented by an actual map X’ + I’ of complexes. 
A dual statement applies to morphisms P’ -+X’ in D*(d) when P’ is a 
complex in Km (ccul’) consisting of projective objects. Note that both 
D’.h(d’) and Dp-h(d) are equivalent to D’(d) [V, Ch.2. Sect. 11. In 
practice we will frequently identify these categories and we also regard 
D+(d), Dh(d). etc. as subcategories of D(d). In fact, in this paper, it is 
usually more convenient to replace Dh(d) with the corresponding strict, 
full subcategory of D(d) and this is our preferred notation unless indicated 
otherwise. 
3. MODULE CATEGORIES 
Let A be a ring, J an ideal, and set B = A/J. Let d (resp. g) be the 
category of right A-modules (resp. B-modules).. The evident inclusion 
functor of 2 into ~4 is a full embedding which at least induces a morphism 
i,: Db(S9) + Db(.d) of derived categories. It is natural to ask for simple 
conditions under which i, is a full embedding, and when it admits left and 
right adjoints i*, i!, respectively, satisfying the full “recollement” conditions 
of Theorem 2.1. There are natural candidates for i* and i!, namely, the left 
derived functor of -@,,, B and the right derived functor of Hom,(B, -), 
respectively. These latter functors can be viewed as assigning to an 
A-module M the largest B-quotient module and B-submodule of M, 
respectively. 
Note that Ext;(B, M) = 0 for n > 0 and all right B-modules M, so one 
necessary condition for i, to be a full embedding is that Ext”,(B,, M) = 0 
for n > 0. This motivates the following result. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let A, B, -rB, B, and i,: Db(&9) -+ Db(d) be as above. 
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( 1) The morphism of‘ triangulated categories i! = i, has a right adjoint 
i! satisfying i’i! z Id,,hla, if and only* if 
(a) Ext;( B,. F) = 0 .for all n > 0 and allfiee right B-modules F, 
(b) ~dimB,~<z. 
When these hold the right adjoint is clqfined hi. i! = R(Hom,d( B, -)) and 
i, = i. is a fkll embedding. 
(2) i, satisfies the recollement set up sf‘(2.1 ) ~yand onl). [f conditions 
(a) and (b) of (1) ahoce hold and Tor;f(-. 4B) = O.for n suficientf?, large. In 
this case the kft adjoint to i, is d<fined h~q i* = -0: B. 
Proof. Suppose that i, has a right adjoint i’ satisfying i!i! 2 Id.h,,#,. 
Then i, is a full embedding. so that Ext;;(B,: F) 2 Ext;( B, F) = 0 for tz > 0 
and all free B-modules F. Also, if ME Oh(d), then Ext”,( B, M) 2 
Horn nhl.d,(ilB, Wnl)~Hom,~,,,, (B, i!M[n]) z Zf”(i!M[n]) = 0 for n suf- 
ficiently large, since i!M[n] z (i!M)[n] and i’M belongs to D’(3) by 
hypothesis. We can now use an argument of Gedrich [GG] to show that p 
dim B,, < z. If not, there exists a sequence M,, M,, . . . . of right .4-modules 
with Ext;“‘( B,. M,) # 0 for some n(i) > i. Put M= O&Z,. Then 
Ext;;“(BA, M,) is a direct summand of Ext’f,“( B,. M), hence the latter is 
non-zero. This contradicts the above, whence p dim B, < x. 
Conversely, suppose that Ext;( B,4, F) = 0 for II > 0 and all free 
B-modules F and that p dim B,4 < X. Then R (Hom,+( B, X)) is in oh(d) if 
X is in D’(,ri). This is easily proved by induction on the length of a 
bounded complex representing X using the fact that Ext;( B,4,-) = 0 for 
~z>pdimB,~.Toseethati’=R(Hom,(B,-))isrightadjointtoi!.letXbe 
a bounded complex in @‘(.M’). If ZE K’ (,d) is a complex of injective 
A-modules quasi-isomorphic to X, clearly i!X is represented in D”(a) by 
the complex Horn 4( B, I) of injective B-modules. Thus, for Y in @(a), we 
have HomDh,a,( Y, i’X) z HomKTtjp,( Y, Hom,(B, I)) 2 Hom,&,,,,( Y, I) 
z Horn D~(d,( Y, X). Next, to verify that i’i! z IdDbcJ, it is sufficient by 
induction to check that R ( Hom,d( B, M)) z M for M a right B-module. If 
0 + Q -+ F -+ M + 0 is a short exact sequence of right B-modules with F 
free, it follows that Ext;( B, M) 2 Ext;;+ ‘(B, Q) for PI > 0 since 
Extl( B, F) = 0, q > 0, by hypothesis. Thus, Extjf,( B, M) = 0 for n > 0 since p 
dim B,<x. and R (Hom,~(B.M))zHom,~(B,M)zM. as desired. This 
clearly establishes ( 1). 
We now prove (2). Assume first that i, satisties the conditions of (2.1). 
In particular, i, has a right adjoint i’ satisfying i’i, z IdDhrd,, so that (a) 
and (b) of ( 1) hold. Also, for ME Ob(&‘) and Z an injective right 
B-module, we have HomDh,,,,)(M, i,Z[n]) 2 Homnh(;d,(i*M. Z[n]) 2 0 for 
n >> 0, since i*M belongs to #‘(a). Let P, be a projective resolution of 
M. Thus, Tori(M, B) =0 for n >>O if and only if P,@,4 B represents 
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an object of Db(&‘), which is certainly true if for all injective B-modules 
I we have that Hom.,,,(P, Oa B, I[n])=O for n >>O. (If T= 
HP”(P, ma B) # 0, take I to be its injective envelope. Then there is a chain 
map P, O4 B + Z[n] inducing the inclusion T + I upon taking homology.) 
However, 
z Horn D”( J ,(~+fT ICfll) 
which is zero for n >> 0 as noted above. 
Conversely, assume (a), (b) of (1) hold and that Tar/(-, ,4B) = 0 for 
n >> 0. Then by ( 1) and (2.1) it suffices in order to obtain recollement o 
show that i, has a left adjoint i*. Clearly, however, -@$B is such a left 
adjoint and the theorem is proved. 1 
(3.2) Remarks. (a) If A is right Noetherian, then one can replace 
condition l(a) in the theorem above by the condition 
(a’) Ext;(B,A, B,)=O forall n>O. 
Alternatively, for general rings AI the existence of a right adjoint i’ satisfy- 
ing i!i, z Id,h,,, is guaranteed by (a’) and the stronger version (b’) of (b) 
(b’) B,4 has a finite resolution by finitely generated projective right 
A-modules. 
(b) Using [Hl] one can show that, under the hypotheses of (la, b) 
in (3.1) which give a full embedding i! = i,: D”(a) + oh(&) with a right 
adjoint i!, that the analogous morphism i,: D(g) + D(&‘) is also a full 
embedding with a similarly defined adjoint. Also, one gets recollement 
when the conditions of (2) are satisfied, with a similar left adjoint i*. 
(c) It should perhaps be mentioned that, in general, i,: Db(9) -+ 
&‘(_Cr’) is not an embedding even though it takes non-zero objects to 
non-zero objects. For example, let A = k[Z] and B= k[Z,] for k a 
held of characteristic 2. Then Horn Dh,,4,(k, k[2]) z Exti(k, k) ~0, while 
Horn Dh,.3/,(k, k[2]) z Exti(k, k) =O, so i, is not injective on Horn sets. 
(d) If A is a ring, e is an idempotent in A, and C = eAe, then there is 
a functor mod-A + mod-C defined by M --* Me. With suitable homological 
finiteness conditions, this functor defines a functor i* : @‘(mod-,4) -+ 
Db(mod-C) giving a recollement in the same spirit as in the remark 
following the proof of (2.1) above. We hope to give a suitable general 
formulation of this in a later paper. 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Under the hIppotheses of (a, 6) in (I) of (3.1), if the 
ring A has finite right global dimension, so does the ring B. 
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This follows immediately from the full embedding D”(a) --f Db(,d). We 
remark that this result can also be obtained from the standard spectra1 
sequence 
Ext;(M, ExtY,(B, N))*ExtP,+q(M, N) 
for ME d. NE Ob(.&). Note that, as shown in the proof of (3.1), 
ExtY,(B,, N) = 0 for all q > 0 and all NE Oh(a), so that in this case the 
above spectra1 sequence degenerates. The finite global dimension of B 
follows immediately. 
In the corollary, when A is a finite dimensional algebra, the recollement 
criteria of (3.1) become just one condition. Before making this explicit, the 
following, undoubtedly well known result, is worth recalling. 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra (ooer a field). 
Then the follo\z*ing are equicalent. 
(i) A has finite left global dimension <n: 
(ii) ecery finite dimensional (alternatively, irreducible) left A-module 
has a finite resolution of length 6 n bq’ fkite dimensional injectice (alter- 
naticelJ3, projectice) left A-modules; 
(iii) ecery finite dimensional (or even irreducible) right A-module has a 
finite resolution of length < n b? finite dimensional injective (or projectice) 
right A-modules; 
(iv) A has finite right global dimension < n. 
We leave the proof to the reader. (Note that A*=Hom,(A, k) is an 
injective A-module.) Whenever these equivalent conditions are satisfied, we 
say that A has finite global dimension d n. Algebras of global dimension 
< 1 are commonly called hereditary. 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra of finite global 
dimension, Let B= A/J for an ideal J in A. Then the morphism 
i,: D’(2) + D”(&) satisfies the recollement conditions of (2.1) lf and only if 
Ext;( B, B) = 0 jar all n > 0. 
This is immediate from (3.1) and (3.4). We remark that also in this case 
one obtains, with easy modifications in the proof, the recollement setup 
when d, 28 are replaced by the categories of finite dimensional modules. 
In the examples to be discussed in Section 4, the above hypothesis on the 
vanishing of Ext is verified by means of the following simple criterion. 
(3.6) PROPOSIT~O?;. Let A be a ring and B = A/J be the quotient of A 
bj* an ideal J. Assume that J is projectice as a right A-module and 
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that Hom,(J, B) = 0. Then Ext:(B,, F) = 0 for all n > 0 and all free 
B-modules F. 
The proof is immediate from the long exact sequence for Ext,. (Note 
that Hom,(J, B)=O does indeed imply that Hom,(J, F)=O for all free 
B-modules F, finitely generated or not.) 
(3.7) COROLLARY. Let A be a finite dimensional hereditary algebra and 
B= A/J the quotient by an ideal J. Then the embedding i,: Db(S?) + D’(d) 
satisfies the conditions of recollement of (2.1) if and only if Hom,(J, B) = 0. 
This is clear from the previous result, since, by definition, all ideals of a 
hereditary algebra are projective. Perhaps more remarkable is that in 
Section 4 we will apply the criterion in (3.6) to module categories arising 
from the representation theory of semisimple algebraic groups!! 
Continuing with the hereditary situation, we also have the following 
result, Although stated for algebras, the analogous result for Artinian rings 
of right global dimension < 1 is also true with the same proof. 
(3.8) COROLLARY. Let A be a j%zite dimensional hereditary algebra and 
B a set of irreducible right A-modules. Define B = B(Y) to be the largest 
quotient ring A/J with the propertlv that all composition ji2ctors of B, belong 
to 8. (Elementary considerations show such a quotient does indeed exist.) 
Then the embedding i,: D’(B) + Db(&) satisfies the conditions of 
recollement of ( 2.1). 
Prooj: By (3.7), we have only to show that Hom,d(J, B)=O. If 
Hom,(J, B) #O, let J’# J be the smallest right ideal contained in J with 
J/J’ having all its A-composition factors in Y. We claim that for any UE A 
that UJ’C J’. Otherwise, (uJ’+ J’)/J’ is a non-trivial homomorphic image 
of uJ’ as a right A-module and hence it is a non-trivial homomorphic 
image of J’. However, no simple homomorphic images of J’ lie in 9, by 
construction. On the other hand, all composition factors of (uJ’ + J’)/J’ c 
A/J’ lie in 9. Thus, J’ is a two-sided ideal, contradicting the definition 
ofJ. 1 
(3.9) EXAMPLE. As a simple example, let A be the algebra of all upper 
triangular n x n matrices over a field k, and for a fixed integer m <n let B 
be the quotient ring of upper triangular m x m matrices obtained by factor- 
ing out the ideal J consisting of those matrices [a,] E A for which aii = 0 if 
j,< m. Then it is not hard to see that A is hereditary and that B= B(S) for 
some S as in the previous corollary. Thus, i,: Db(g) + D’(d) satisfies 
recollement. Actually, by directly applying (3.6) and (3.1) one can see that 
the same conclusion holds if k is replaced by any ring, possibly even non- 
commutative. 
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Finally, we have the following negative result in case A is commutative. 
(3.10) PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative Noetherian ring of finite 
global dimension. Let J be a proper ideal and put B= A/J. If 
i,: Db(Z3) -+ Db(&‘) sati$ies the recollement conditions of (2.1), then B is a 
direct factor ring of A. 
Proof First assume that A is a local ring. By (3.3), B has finite global 
dimension, whence is a regular local ring by Serre’s theorem. It follows that 
J is a prime ideal. We localize with respect to J, setting A’= A,, 2 = JJ, 
and k = B,, the corresponding residue field. Then Ext\.(k, k) = 0, so that 
Hom,A.(Y/B’. k) = 0. Thus, J= 0 and A z B. 
Since localization with respect to prime ideal is an exact functor, it 
follows that B, is a projective A,-module for each prime ideal 9’ of A. 
Since B is a finite A-module, B is therefore a projective A-module. It 
follows easily that the ring A decomposes as A ,Z Jx B. This completes the 
proof. 1 
The recollement conditions were originally formulated to imitate the 
natural structure on abelian sheaves arising from a closed subspace of a 
topological space. The above result suggests there is no interesting com- 
pletely analogous situation for quasi-coherent L’Ymodules over a smooth 
variety X. (See however, [H 1, p. 4101 for a related construction with pro- 
objects.) The same geometric analogy, incidently, allows the non-trivial 
examples we do give to be viewed as part of some kind of interesting non- 
commutative algebraic geometry. 
4. EXAMPLES FROM ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
In this section we indicate how the recollement setup of the previous 
sections arises naturally in the representation theory of semisimple 
algebraic groups. We begin with a general observation. 
Let G9 be an abelian category having arbitrary direct sums (over indexed 
sets). Suppose % contains a small projective generator P. This means that 
F= Hom,(P, -) is an exact, faithful functor preserving arbitrary direct 
sums from ‘+I? to the category Ab of abelian groups. Let A = Horn&P, P) be 
the of ring of endomorphisms of P; thus P may be regarded as a left 
A-module. For an object A4 in V, it is clear that composition of morphisms 
endows F(M) = Hom,(P, M) with a natural structure of a right A-module. 
Hence, F can be viewed as a functor from % to the category ZZ? = mod-A of 
right A-modules. Then we have the following basic (and well known) result 
(cf. [F, Ex. 4-F, p. 1021). 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. With the above notation, F: G9 + d is an equivalence 
of categories. 
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Now let G be a semisimple, simply connected algebraic group defined 
over an algebraically closed field k. Fix a maximal torus T of G and a Bore1 
subgroup B I> T. Let 4 (resp. q5’, rr) be the set of roots (resp., positive, 
simple roots defined by B) of T in G. Put n = X*(T) the character group of 
T, and let n + c /i be the set of dominant weights defined by rr. The set ,4 is 
partially ordered in the usual way: i. 3 p o i, - p is a sum of positive roots. 
Let I -+ i.* = - ~.~(i) be the opposition involution on A. 
Let % be the category of rational G-modules. For a dominant weight i., 
we denote the irreducible rational G-module of high weight E. by S;.. Also, 
if B- is the Bore1 subgroup containing T and opposite to B, I. 1 G denotes 
the rational G-module obtained by inducing the one-dimensional 
B--module defined by E. from B to G. It is immediate that 1.1 G has socle 
isomorphic to S;.. For further details concerning the theory of induced 
modules the reader may consult [CPSl, CPS2, CPS3, CPS4, CPSK]. 
Also. for E. E n + let 1;. = I,? be the injective hull in % of the S,. 
Recall that a rational G-module V is said to admit a good filtration if 
there exists an increasing filtration {F’} of V by submodules such that each 
F”+‘/F”zp,,IG for some p,,En+. As shown in [Dl](cf.also [S]), the 
injective modules I, admit a good filtration. The following simple result is 
useful. 
(4.2) LEMMA. Let V he a rational G-module hating a good filtration 
(F’ ). Assume that the socle of V is finite dimensional. For i E A +, define the 
multiplicit,v [ V: 3. I”] of the induced module I.1 ’ in V to be the number of 
terms F’ with F’ + l/F’ 2 J. 1 G. Then [ V: E. 1 G] is finite and is independent of 
the good filtration chosen. 
Proof: Because the socle of 1’ is finite dimensional, we can embed V as 
a submodule in a direct sum of finitely many of the injective indecom- 
posable G-modules I(p). Each Z(p) in turn is a submodule of the coordinate 
ring k[G] of G (viewed as a rational G-module via the usual left 
translation operator). Thus, V is a submodule of a direct sum of 
finitely many, say n. copies of k[G]. Therefore, using [CPSK, 3.31, 
[V: ;I”] = dim Hom,((E.* IG)*, V) < n(dim Hom,((%* I’)*, k[G])) = 
n(dimHom((i*IG)*,k))=n(dimiIG)<zc. 1 
We now introduce a “filtration” on the abelian category 59‘. For I. E ,4 +, 
let %‘(i) be the full subcategory of % consisting of all rational G-modules all 
of whose G-composition factors are of the form S, for some p < i. 
Although % # u ,. %( ).), every finite dimensional rational G-module belongs 
to some ‘Z(i) and every rational G-module is indeed the union of sub- 
modules belonging to various 9?( i.)‘s. For a finite subset l-c n +, let 
g:(r) = u it rg(j-), and for a rational G-module M, define M(T) to be the 
largest submodule of :M belonging to ‘+5(f). With this notation, we first 
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have the following result concerning injective and projective modules in 
these categories. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let TC A + be a finite subset. Let S be an irreducible 
rational G-module and set I, equal to its injectiue emelope in %. If S does not 
belong to U(T), then I,(T) = 0. If S does belong to g(T), I,(f) is Jnite 
dimensional, has a good filtration, and is the injectice hull of S in the 
category U;(f). Also. setting P,‘= I, * (T*)* \ve hate Pg = 0 for S not in 
g(T), lckile, -for S in U;(T), PC is isomorphic to the projectice corer of S 
in w-j. 
Proof: Let I= I, be as above. and let F = IF”} be a good filtration for 
I. Notice that if F”‘-I/F”‘+ ’ z i. 1’ and F’“’ ‘IFm 1 p 1 G and p < i. does not 
hold, then ExtL(i. 1 G. p 1 G, = 0 by [CPSK, 3.21, so that there is a new good 
filtration F’ = (F”” : with the position of i Ic and p 1’ reversed. Call any 
good filtration F obtained by a finite sequence of such interchanges a reor- 
dering of F. Let m be the largest integer such that, for all i < m, we have 
+ ‘!F ,? v I G with v 6 i. for some 1 E r. Since multiplicities are finite by 
s.2 )$ such an m exists. Conceivably, we may increase m by a reordering, 
but this process of increasing m by reordering F must terminate in a finite 
number of steps. Thus. we may assume that there is no index i> m for 
which F+ ’ :‘p z r I G for v < some i. E r. But this means that no irreducible 
S,, in s(r) can be in the socle of I/F”‘. (If S, is in F”‘+ ‘, then 
F ” + ‘;F”’ 2 p I”; if not, consider [,‘F”’ + ‘, etc.). Thus, F”’ = Z(T) and so the 
latter is certainly a finite dimensional module with a good filtration. If S 
does not belong to G!?( f-) then clearly I(r) = 0 and if S does belong to g(r) 
then I(T) is trivially seen to be the injective hull of S in %(I-). The 
corresponding assertions concerning projective covers follow by taking 
duals. 1 
If rl, f z are finite subsets of A +, we define rl G Tz if for each i., E rl, 
there exists a j.> E Tz with il d i., (equivalently, %(r,) c %(T>)). Note that 
this is not a partial ordering on the finite subsets of A + in that rl < Tz 
and r? < rl need not imply that rl = r2. Clearly. however, it is a partial 
ordering on the saturated finite subsets of A +. We now have the main 
result of this section. 
(4.4) THEOREM. Let T< r’ be finite subsets of A +. 
(i) The abelian category 59(T) is equicalent to the full category 
d = mod-A of all right A-modules for some finite dimensional k-algebra A. 
In fact, one malt take A to be 
A(r) = Horn,& (Pr, Pr), 
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with Pr = @ PG. Here S runs oL;er all irreducible rational G-modules. (Recall 
that Pg= 0 if S does not belong to g(T).) 
(ii) The algebra A(T) above has finite global dimension. 
(iii) The natural inclusion W(T) c W( f ‘) induces a full embedding 
i(T, r’), : Dh(%(T)) -+ Db(%‘(r’)). Moreocer, i(T, T’), satisfies the 
recollemen t conditions of (2.1). 
(iv) The inclusion Tc T’ induces a natural surjectitre G-module 
homomorphism P” + P’ and a corresponding surjectitle algebra 
homomorphism A( I-‘) + A(T). The associated morphism mod-A(r) + 
mod-Air’) is compatible with the equioalences in (i) above. (In particular, the 
associated morphism Db(mod-A(r)) -+ D’(mod-A(T’)) is compatible with 
i( I-, r’), aboce and thus satisfies the recollement conditions of (2.1).) 
Proof Since the dominant weights i such that S;, is contained in %?(I-) 
form a finite set, P’ is a finite dimensional projective module in V?(r) by 
(4.3) and clearly a projective generator. Thus, the hypotheses of (4.1) are 
satisfied and (i) follows. 
To prove (ii) (and eventually (iii)), we first establish that 
Extz(M, N) z Extg,,JM, N) if M and N are finite dimensional rational 
G-modules in g(r). Observe first that there is a natural map 
Ext::,JM, N) + Ext”,(M, N) obtained from the functor D+(g(T)) + 
D+(g). If Mz(iIG)*, this map is an isomorphism by (4.3) since the 
injective objects in g(r) have a good filtration and hence are acyclic with 
respect to the functor Hom,((j.lG)*,-) by [CPSK, 3.33. Next observe for 
any given finite dimensional M that the natural map on Ext is an 
isomorphism if it is an isomorphism for each of its composition factors. 
This is an easy induction, using the 5lemma. Thus, it is enough to 
establish the isomorphism for all irreducible modules M in V(r). Since the 
isomorphism holds for A4 2 (j- I’)*, it holds for -all irreducible G-modules 
M whose weights are minimal. Then we can use the modules (;Cl”)* and 
the 5-lemma to establish the isomorphism on irreducible modules whose 
high weights are minimal among the set of non-minimal dominant weights. 
Continuing in this way, we establish the desired isomorphism for M, N 
finite dimensional. (A different proof of this isomorphism, valid even for 
infinite dimensional modules is indicated in Proposition (4.6) below.) 
However, by [CPSK, 2.41, we have for A4, IV finite dimensional rational 
G-modules that ExtZ(M. N) = 0 if n is sufficiently large. Since there are only 
finitely many simple modules involved, the bound on n is uniform. Now (ii) 
follows from (i) and (3.4). 
Finally, we prove (iii) and (iv). For S an irreducible G-module in g(r), 
the projective cover Pg in W(r) is the largest homomorphic image of the 
corresponding projective cover Pg’ of S in V(T’) all of whose composition 
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factors lie in g(r). Similarly, Pr is the largest such quotient. In particular, 
there is a natural ring homomorphism A(T’) = Horn&P’, P”) + 
Hom,&(Pr, P’) = A(T), which is surjective by the projectivity of Pr in 
%(f ‘). Also, if XE Ob(%(fJ), then Hom,(Pr, X) z Hom,(Pr, X). This 
isomorphism just gives the right A(T)-module Hom,(Pr, X) its natural 
structure as a right A(T’)-module. Since Horn&P’, -) and Hom,( Pr, -) 
give the Morita equivalences of %(f) and %(r’) with the corresponding 
module categories. we obtain the compatibility asserted by (iv). 
To prove (iii) now, we merely have to observe that B = A(f) and 
A = A( f’ ) satisfy the hypothesis of (3.1), since A has finite global dimen- 
sion by (ii) and (as shown in the proof of (ii)) Ext”,(B, B)z 
Ext;,,.,( P’, P’) 2 Ext;( Pr, P’) 2 Ext;,JPr, P’) = 0 for n > 0. This 
establishes that recollement of (2.1) holds and now (iii) follows easily. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 1 
(4.5) Remarks. (a) From (3.1) and the remarks preceeding its 
statement as they apply to (4.4), we see that, for i, = i(T, r’): @‘(e(T)) + 
@(+?(r’)), the right adjoint i’ = i(f’, r’)! is the right derived functor of 
M + M( f ). Similarly, if M’ denotes the largest quotient module of IM in 
%4(f). then the left adjoint i* = i(T, f ‘) is the left derived functor of 
M -+ 44’. 
(b) In view of (3.2) the obvious modification of (4.4iii) for the full 
derived categories D(%(f)) is valid. 
(c) We remark that in the statement of (4.4), f’ and f could be 
replaced by their intersections with any union of orbits in JI + under the 
dot action of the afline Weyl group by the linkage principle. 
(d) Let G = SL,, and j.E JI. put f(n) =x inr,, where mi is the 
coefficient of the ith fundamental dominant weight. It is easily seen 
that f(i) =O (mod n) precisely for those E, in the root lattice. Also, 
f(x) 2 0 for each positive root x. In particular, for any fixed integer r 2 0, 
let f(r) be the set of dominant weight i. with f(i.) <r and f(j”) = 
r (mod n) be saturated. In the terminology of Green [G], each weight 
L = C m,j., in f(r) corresponds uniquely to an ordered partition 
(172, + . ..+m., m, + ... + m,,, . . . . m,) of r into n parts, where m, = 
(r-f(E.))/n. It follows that the category g(f(r)) of modules for SL, is 
equivalent to the category of modules for the Schur algebra S(n, r). Thus, 
the algebra A(f(r)) is Morita equivalent to the Schur algebra S(n, r). 
A similar observation has been made independently by Donkin [D2] in 
a different context. using algebras and categories equivalent to ours. His 
theme in fact was to present the Schur algebras and the finiteness of their 
global dimension (also proved by Akin and Buchsbaum) in a more general 
algebraic group theory setting. We discovered our algebras in the course of 
our derived category investigations and only later realized the connection 
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with Schur algebras after seeing an announcement of the Akin and 
Buchsbaum result CAB, Sect. 81. 
If we consider the morphism i, = i(T, co),: D’(%?(r)) + Db(%) obtained 
from the natural inclusion, the morphism i! = i(f, x )!: Db(%) -+ D’(VZ(r)) 
given as the right derived functor of M + M(T) is right adjoint to i,. 
Furthermore, a F(T)-injective regarded as a rational G-module can be 
checked to be acyclic for the functor M + M(r), using order arguments on 
modules admitting good filtrations. Thus, the composite i!i, of these right 
derived functors is the right derived functor of the composite of the original 
functors which is the identity. This establishes the following result. 
(4.6) PROPOSITION. Let f be a finite subset of A +. The inclusion 
%(f) c % induces a full embedding of triangulated categories 
i, = i(f, z),: 0+(%(f)) + D+(V). Therefore, .for arbitrar). rational 
G-modules M, N in +2(r) w+e have a natural isomorphism 
Fix a finite non-empty subset r’ of A +, and choose I. E r’ to be a 
maximal element relative to the partial ordering 3. Write I-= r’ - {j”). 
Then by (4.5) we have a full embedding i,: Db(%(r)) + Db(%(r’)). In the 
following result, we identify the corresponding quotient category. Observe 
that Db(mod-k) is naturally equivalent to the triangulated category of 
bounded complexes of k-vector spaces with zero differentials (and with the 
obvious triangles and translation operator). 
(4.7) THEOREM. With the aboce notation, let 6 be the strict image of i, 
in Db(%(r’)). Then the quotient category Db(9Z(r’))/& is isomorphic to 
Db( mod-k). 
Proof: Write Q = Pg,’ z (2.* I”)* and consider the functor 
F= R (Horn %(,-,,(Q, -)): Db(g( I-‘)) + Db(mod-k). Because Q is a projec- 
tive object in %(r’), if X’ is a complex in Db(%‘(r’)), F(X) is obtained by 
applying the functor Hom,(,.,(Q, -) to each term of X’. Thus, F(b) = 0, so 
F induces a morphism F: Db(%Y(r’))/& + Db(mod-k). On the other hand, 
let G: Db(mod-k) + Db(%(r’)) be Q 0,” -, and let G’ be the composite of 
G with the quotient map j*‘D6(%(r’)) + Db(%(f ‘))/&‘. Using the fact that 
j* has a left adjoint j! which a full embedding (cf. (2.1)), one sees that G’ is 
left adjoint to F. Also, using the fact that FOG is naturally isomorphic to 
the identity functor on Db(mod-k) via the adjunction map, it follows that 
the composite F 0 G’ is naturally isomorphic to the identity on Db(mod-k). 
Thus, by [CPSS. 1.21, it is sufficient o show that F takes non-zero objects 
in Db(V(T’))/d to non-zero objects in D”(mod-k). Equivalently, we must 
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show for x~Ob(P(%(r’))) that F(X)rO implies that X belongs to 1. 
However, the definition of F shows that for such an X, 
F(H”(X)) 2 H”(F(X)) =0 for all n, so that H”(X) belongs to V(f). Let {Z”} 
be a complex of injective modules in %(Z-‘) quasi-isomorphic to X. As 
follows from [D] (or the proof of (4.4)): the quotients r/l”(r) have a 
good filtration, so they can only be direct sums of copies of i 1’ = IsA( 
Since the only G-homomorphisms i. IG + i. 1 G are scalar multiples of the 
identity map, the category of all direct sums of copies of 1 lG is equivalent 
to the category of k-vector spaces. Hence, the cohomology of the complex 
(P/Z”(T)} also consists of such direct sums. Since the cohomology of I’ lies 
in ??(I’), it follows that the map I’ + Z./Z’(f) must be zero at the 
cohomology level. But now the cohomology of Z./Z’(T) embeds in that of 
Z’(r), hence is zero. Therefore, Z’(f) + I’ is a quasi-isomorphism, and so X 
belongs to E, as desired. This completes the proof. 1 
(4.8) Renzarks. (a) We again remark that a result analogous to (4.7) 
holds with @(%(r’)) replaced by D(%(Z“)). The above proof shows if the 
quotient morphism ZIb(%(r’)) -+ D*(mod- k) is regarded as j* in the 
recollement setup (2.1), thenj! identifies with the functor -Ok Q. One can 
also see that j, identifies with -0 FE. IG. In fact, Q is the projective cover 
and 3. JG is the injective hull of S, in (g(f), so that the functors Hom,(Q, -) 
and Hom,(-, i. I ‘)*, which really just count the multiplicity of Sj. in a given 
module, are naturally isomorphic via the pairing 
Hom,(G, V) @ Hom,( V, i. 1 G, -+ Hom,( Q. i. 1 G, g k 
provided by composition. Thus, the functor -0,“i. lG from k-vector 
spaces to %(r’) is right adjoint to the functor Hom,(Q, -). Hence, 
Horn D+,,d-k,(F(X), Y) 2 HomDbf,,,~,,(X Y O,kj.IG). 
(b) Let r’, r be as in (4.7). Note the kernel of the natural natural 
homomorphism Pr’ + P’ is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of 
Q 2 (j.* I’)* and is therefore projective. (Observe that many copies of Q 
can be contained in the kernel. Of course, the projective Q itself counts as 
one projective summand of Pr, but, in addition, Q may be embedded in 
other projectives.) Therefore, it follows from (4.1) and (4.4iv) that the 
kernel J of the homomorphism A(T’) -+ A(T) of (4.4) is a projective 
A(T’)-module satisfying Horn ;4,r,,(J, A(T)) = 0. (Actually, the proof of 
(4.4) in this special case could be simplified by applying (3.6). Indeed, this 
even gives the general case, as can be seen by iterating the procedure.) We 
also obtain, by similarly considering what happens in V(T), that the 
Frattini submodule of .I (i.e., the intersection of the maximal submodules 
of .Z) is an A(T’)/J-module. In other words, J(rad A(T’)) J= 0. 
(c) It is also interesting to note that such an iteration displays A(T’) 
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as a tower 0 c Jo c . . . c J” = A(T’) of ideals with J”+ l/J” a direct sum of 
isomorphic projective indecomposable modules for A( r’)/Jn. 
Given saturated subsets Tc r’ of /i +, let %(r’; f) be the full sub- 
category of %(I-‘) consisting of those rational G-modules V having a good 
filtration with sections i.lG, j.E r’\E Let Db(V?(T’; r)), (resp. 
P(q(T’; r)),) be the full, triangulated subcategory of D’(g(r’)) 
consisting of objects isomorphic to a finite complex (X”) in which each x” 
(resp. Xn* ) belongs to V( I-‘; r) (resp. g( f ‘*; r* )). 
(4.9) COROLLARY. With the above notation, let F be the strict image qf 
i,, Db(%(r)) + D’(V?(r’)). Then 
(a) B- = IP(%(r’; I-)), and ‘8 = Db(%(T’; r)),. 
(b) Db(%(T’; I-)), and Db(S9(‘(T’; f)), are each equivalent to 
Db(%(r’)/& and hence are equivalent o each other. 
Proof We first note that given V in ??(r’; f-), its injective hull in w(r’) 
belongs to %(T’; f), so that a complex X in Db(59(T’; I-)) is isomorphic to 
a complex I= (P) of injectives with each Z” in +?(T’; r). Also, any 
irreducible G-submodule of the socle of an I” has high weight lying in 
f’\r, so that given Y in i,(Db(%(T)), we have HomDb,wcr.))( Y, X) = 
Horn&(,,,-.,,( Y, I) = 0. Therefore, Db(%(T’; r)), c 6l. Conversely, let X 
belong to 6’ and choose i. E r’ to be a maximal element. Applying (4.7), 
(4.8a), and (2.liia), we obtain a distinguished triangle X’ +X-+ x” -+ in 
which x’ belongs to Dh(%(T’; {i.})),. and x” is represented by a complex 
each of whose terms is a direct sum of copies of i. ) G. Since X” belongs to 
8-, we obtain that x’ also belongs to gl. An easy induction argument on 
1 r“:, /-I now establishes that X lies in D’(+Y(T’; f)),. Therefore, 6l= 
Db(%(F, f)),, and a similar argument shows that ‘8 = D’(%?(r’; f)),. This 
proves (a). 
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